The FACT chromatin modulator: genetic and structure/function relationships.
The chromatin configuration of DNA inhibits access by enzymes such as RNA polymerase II. This inhibition is alleviated by FACT, a conserved transcription elongation factor that has been found to reconfigure nucleosomes to allow transit along the DNA by RNA polymerase II, thus facilitating transcription. FACT also reorganizes nucleosomes after the passage of RNA polymerase II, as indicated by the effects of certain FACT mutations. The larger of the two subunits of FACT is Spt16/Cdc68, while the smaller is termed SSRP1 (vertebrates) or Pob3 (budding yeast). The HMG-box domain at the C terminus of SSRP1 is absent from Pob3; the function of this domain for yeast FACT is supplied by the small HMG-box protein Nhp6. In yeast, this "detachable" HMG domain is a general chromatin component, unlike FACT, which is found only in transcribed regions and associated with RNA polymerase II. The several domains of the larger FACT subunit are also likely to have different functions. Genetic studies suggest that FACT mediates nucleosome reorganization along several pathways, and reinforce the notion that protein unfolding and (or) refolding is involved in FACT activity for transcription.